
3/ 31 /72 . 
Dear Jo, 

Read your lilting and informative 26 during assorted errands this a.m. and most of t .e enclosed clips. I used to be sent Joesten's Ugh, but the friend who sent it has lest the country, so much as it could be used as a Petombismol promo, I'm glad to know what the nits are ue to. In this case it is for Joesten fine. Generally he is well into insanity. If it is of ley interest to you, what he attributes to ITV in England is from CBS TV. I have that taped 
The Supreme Court Garrison decision could have some interesting an immediate conse-quences if there were a few good lawyers around and a few severely hassled who would care to exploit the precedent. The trouble with improvisation. This whole Shaw civil suit is wierd, for even if he establishes all other points, there remains the wuestion of sssessing damage and that involved Shaw's character and what that.opens up, as = learned Without trying, is something other than the soft-spoken bachelor playright bit. But I know his lawyers are serious, and they are not putka lawyers, to use a Yiddish phrase. This was not even mentioned in the Post. 
Of the things I send yeue  I can give you two broad divisions: those I think may amuse you and those that may perhaps a be of interest, now or in the future, when I presume Jim will be doing some writing. If I want anything returned (like LIFEs, which I don't) I'll indicate. 	I remember one I sent you becauns of the picture, which I'd not seen elsewhere. And I have been sending everything I see on China, =eluding what 1  presume may duplicate, on the theory that if at some later point Jim should rant to quote, he could just tape hunks on his rough and save that retyping. In some cases where I presume it may duplicate, it is because of the possibility of editing. Example of this would be a Post story that it syndicated. You might pick it up in the iSTimes, but either or both may have cut, the syndicate editor ar the LATimesl. 
This, like yours, will jump because of fatigue and interruptions. I'll listen to the Hume tape when I put a base on my vandalized mailbox, probably after supper tonight. I have had a running battle with the county, which clamed the end of my lane and created an assortment of hazards to others than us, and have fieelly begun to win it. The effort is enormous. I'd have done better to make the repairs and then sue. It would have taken less time. But I have a general fascination with and interest in the ITT case, for your easons and many others, onle some of which are indicated in what I've sent you. This has to be a government of such corruption as to make the Harding administration like a perfume factory. I spoke about this kind of thing last night before a very conservative small group, the local Kiwanians, where a neighbor was chairman of the program. I was astounded by the sympathetic receiption (King case, Kleindienst and what is involved). In fact, more than 2C got books, a record or close to it. If I'd had them with me, a higher certainly. Kleine dienst has even turned them off, as has Nixon, and this is his kind of country and these his kind of people. 

I'll probably respond to all calling for any in your letter because I'm killing time awaiting a tentative TV crew from the next twon to the west, 25 miles by througn-the-wountains road but no signal here (you have no monopoly on that, but this one isn't worth wanting to get-ever). The only reason is to air the Kleindinest LIAR record because of the slight chance of a net feed. A. Baltimore station lined up a crew for last night but it nnver showed, which means someone at the station overrode the assignment editor. 

I didn't think there remain any employment with hours as barbaric as yours. I am aware of this and please make no apologies for non-responsiveness. 

In your (p1) interpretation of Nixon'i cement on the long March together, while I cant estimate Chineseness as both of you can, I'm inclined to think tha they begin ith the assumption this is a lout and as clase a thing to a complete lout as anywhere in the world. They begin with the assumption we can't have a gov't they can trust. The do regard as as barabrians both in the traditional sense and in the currently-justified one. And they 



had to assume he was speaking for domestic and international, consumption. With all the circumstances, I wonder if, after an initial reaction of offense, they may not have come 
to feel that Laat, be and assorted Strangelovers may not have really ietended a complemen-tary gesture? I think they may well be the least paranoid leaders. 

You can't begin to teagine how right your interpretation of the Pat/kitchen picture (all the Nixons always fare badly in foreign kitchens, their own being sufficed with Nixonburgers) is for the Stills. This was so gentaneously honest in motion, wit the one-dimensional Pat so superficial and the natives so robust and humaneand polite. 

Yeah, we loot. China, ghettos, wherever we go. Only under rare cicaemtances do we not. I had a couple of WWII experiences. I used to steal rations and take thee to the anti-Franco Spanish refugees near Oran, and that wonderful fat Spanish women did such marvelous things wtih them and we got so gloriously drunk, like friends, no offer to payment, no expectation, the parties all improvised, and the drunken orations on man's freedom and destigy so taxing to my limited French but so little needing translation from the gestures and oppressions. These the ordinary people. And the fancypanties, upper-class women coming up to me in the streets of Oran and offering themselves for a cake of soap. Those wonderful countryside folk actually named a hog after an American soldier from Brooklyn who had bivouaced nearby and been friendly, in honor and in hope for his return, and by the most remarkable of coincidences, he did just beofre I left. What a shebang! You can't lay down any hard and fast rules, but there are few exceptions. We buy in China or take where we can. It is an inevitable reflection of our society. The Nazi prisoners I guard ed were surprised that I always dealt with them honorably and never haggled with them when we swapped things. I accepted their offers or a Ididn't, and I dia't ever do what I could have and they had always done, just take. ...But don't they sum it all up in"barbeadans"? 

If the copyright page of the Dell wmidx edition of WW is of the fourth printing, it is valuable for a number of reasons. Panzeca hasn't responded. Somebody went around behind me in N.O., This is but one nenieestatian. Dell has never acknowledged it. That is mail fraud and /mud. I have several such, but if I have them from points as scattered as N.O. and S.F., there is indication of rather large distribution of the unaccounted edition. The problem here is being able ti sue and get prosecutkies. This, by the way, is one aspect of the Irving matter that interests me, the local rather than the federal prosecution. Were Rankin not corporation counsel in NYV and Redlich his assistant I'd be more inclined to go to the local dia. on Dell and 00. and Meredith (open and shit plagiarism-an entire dhapter of WWII!) I understand now. And I've gotten very forgetfulin the past year or so. 

Snow: On TV that continued to get attention on commentaries. The radio here is largely barren except on "good Muni  e. I listen to is while doing other things, like working out-side, and then the all-news stations only, so 1  have little knowIege of the China play on it. Gradually there came to be the understanding, despite the Lisagors, that this was something the people wnated to do, and that they did lean on the shovel once in a while meant at the vert least that they didn't fear to. Or, no real compulsion. If this had happened 20 years ago, the reporters would have remembered farm life and it would not have seemed so strange....Too much got lost in the Great Hall bit. There are many other such projects I remember, all public works-dams, brifges, etc. But I think that in out great leap backward called "progress" we have lost the capacity to understand people 
except in teams of our own correption....Re your comment on no beggars: perhaps the second most prevalent thing was the honestu of the people. I think I gave you a fee cases, worn-out batteries (a cantonuing mystery with ey, by the wey) and worn-out indergarments returned. At some trouble. This also is not hew, except to the college educated igaoramuses of the big press. It has been oft reported....Severehead, by the way, was one of the worst in stretching for snide cracks and home acceptability. I gather from a show he did on another station a few years ago that he has alienated his own son and is so holy about it. 

Douglas, otherinformant stuff: No hurry at all. Someday I'll do a book, I, Spy. I'll use little for the intro to "vat Oswald. I'm collecting public cases of Fee reponsibility and in general the farout. I had some in COUP. 

.y your reference to the number of files you have going, I take it you mean general 
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subjects. I have been trying to anticipate the kinds od things that might be relevant. 
The post is shifting, increasingiy, away from the wire services where they cane They 
have Leroy Abrahme, who I knew :then he war; on the city desk and who was later in NYC for 
them on the west coast. He is cohering the 'nepla Davis trial. His yesterday's story was 
a good one. On her statement. So, with their specialists, like Karnali, I try to anti-
cipate what might be of interest and assume you can tell at a glance and have your 
own wastebaskets. I've had to cut filing for many reaspn, space and time especially.... 

Understand about the yellow pen. Noe if you had a different copier, you could use 
other colors which do not show up. If my old Thermofax were not busted..and the paper 
for it is but 20 per sheet), that will not pick up red or blue...Berigan tape: fine. It 
wets no real trouble. I wanted to listen to it anyway. I've jetst put it back wit. the 
blast tapes. By the way, I taped N-PACT from ETV on the political reporters for you the 
other night but it was worthless. Big buildup for Broder and little elee....ChoueNixon 
meetings: general agreement.' I'd have said awkward more than clumsy and a bit embarrassed, 
too, especially in the toast scenes, which you didn't see. But with fluctuations from the 
HUAC Nixon hardface and artifical smiles. Over and above the agreed "gotcha" bit, there 
was a period of Chouls quite visible coldness and physical separation, right before the 
end. I can anticipate some interpretations, but I also fee there was a natural expression 
of personal revulsion at the whole necessary obscenity..,,Hoceptiond've just sent you 
something on this. They careied their own red carpet! 

Firther Irving conmenta have the Haheu book if you should ever want it. NcGraw-
11/2.11 never answered my letter, which doesn't surprise. Ny interest is limited, as aboge. 

ITT-Kleindienst, etc. I've done little taping. i have a file on him because of my 
FOI relations and his raponses. If he becomes AG I'll have extra need for this. But I'm 
keeping only what the post carries, and that in but one file, on him. It is all in there. 
You will find relevent to your comment on Dita B a few sentences in my letter to eaul 
of which I've carboned. You 11 also find I've the into your suspicions. The conflict 
is such that were Fleming not ITT's lawyer he'd be disbarred. From the Post reporting, 
she was interviewed by lime the Friday before the comeittee, had a hidden "small" heart 
attack, without doctor's knowledge or approval, arranged by Flemiag, and on the Sunday 
hearing, he told the doctors to let it roll after the signals were telemetered, before 
she had the indicated seizure. What a plot for a novel! Oerhaps the hospital will have a 
new wing, but I think it is the lawyers in this (as?. They have the client. The manifestation 
will be in the bank aceount....Sometine, if I haven t, I must tell you of the seer Jeanne 
Dixon that I  knew when she was my customer..... 

All local indications Harribburg jury charge one of most incredible ever, as defense 
alleged, first add to prosecution's closing arguments. But with this Supreme Court? 

4Oppes stuff mageificent. Favorite these two:a known columnist. Beautiful. 

Best, 



8 Mar 72 

Notes from file girl: 

Thanks for the Kamm piece on the immortal words by both Nixons in China. It was carried by one of the local papers but we're glad to have the original. How did you knew we (this half of the "we," anyway - the meaner half) already have a collection of these gems? 

26 liar 72 

If it weren't for the fact that I try to be careful about dates I wouldn't believe the one at the top. Have been too pushed by too many other things to get back to this, and are bracing ourselves for what now turns out to be at least two weeks on the early shift, with only one day off between them, too, to be spent sleeping - and indications that it may be longer than that. • Before going under, am snatching the time to clear up a few odds and ends. I'll mark with 0 those that need an answer (sometime) from you. 
Back to the gems above. Apparently neither I, nor the gentleman with whom it has been my great pleasure to be associated, hear what we're supposed to. For instance, Nixon's "Let us start a Long March together." GWWIHBMGPTBA didn't react as everyone was expected to, that this was a comrli.ment to the Chinese - no, he heard: Deal me in. Bet the Chinese heard the same thing. What effrontery. (Just checked the word: means "impudent and insulting boldness; presumptuous self-assertion; audacity." From\the French for "boldness.") 

Many thanks for the LIFEs, none of which we'd seen, except for the one on Peking visit. Do you want them returned? You didn't say (or we've forgotten) and we're assuming you don't need them, but we don't want to clip until we know. I'd love to have an extra of Mrs. Leader in Peking kitchen, all coy and girlish, looking up at girl cook. The cook was the one with dignity, natural, composed. 
I was especially pleased to have the Sidey piece on the landing at Andrews and the reporters getting off the plane, "their pockets stuffed, their satchels bulging, with more packages under their arms - rugs, jade, gold, silver, silk, sculpture. Still plundering China, I suddenly thought, recalling some of the books I'd read about the way the West dealt with the Orient in the old days. There was a little twinge of inner pain." There was a good deal more than a little twinge for me when I heard of Our Pat's first reported words on Chinese soil (on seeing gift shops at Shanghai airport): "Look at all the things to buy!" Exactly the wrong thing to say. I was surprised at the violence of my reaction, and after I'd calmed down (took some time) I realized that what I'd heard was, Here come the rich Americans who can buy anything they want, including your self-respect. The Chinese have had quite, quite enough of that attitude, and one of the things they're proud of is that they've got rid of it, finally. And will not tolerate it again. 
Well, before I expede, on to other things. This is going to be choppy and 	. disorganized, dealing with a little pile of things before I can file, and I'm pressed for time. 

Your undated scrap-note, mailing of 28 Feb: "Can't for the life of me remember why I sent you copyright pages of Dell edition WW or asked its return." You didn't send and didn't ask, but in last paragraph of your letter to Panzeca (2/9/72) you asked him for this; since we had that edition, made you a copy. 
In another of your notes, undated, same mailing: you mention the surprise, the incomprehension, of the TV people in Peking at the way the streets were cleaned of snow. 
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There was plenty about this on radio, too, over and over; this one thing seemed to rock 
everyone. What's so difficult to understand? No, it wasn't this way in the past, but 
now the people seem to feel the city belongs to them. This feeling seems to me to fit in 
perfectly with the fact that the same average citizens were free to volunteer their help 
with the building of the Great Hall, and did - on weekends, vacations, in the evenings. 
Designed, built, equipped, landscaped - fully completed in ten months. Now there's an 
idea for J. Edgar and his new palace. 

As a matter of fact, the same thing works right here on Castle Rock Drive. 
When we first moved here in 1958 there were no more than five or six houses and the road 
was so impossible there were many times when we all had to park on the highway and walk in 
and out. We formed a little association, assessed ourselves dues which everyone paid 
(some at great sacrifice), saved our money for several years and when we had enough, used 
it for the materials and blacktopped the whole thing with our own personal muscles, 
including feminine ones. Now there are twenty-some families, most of whom had no part 
in this project, but even the very newest people are very, very protective of this street. 
We still pay dues, and several times a year have clean-up, weed-cutting, fix-up days. 
And no bayonets at our backs, either. Of course you can't judge Peking by this, 
bayonet-wise, because as Severeid explained, while he didn't see any beggars there, of 
course his interpreter wouldn't take him where he might see them. No matter that visitors 
have said for years that there simply are no beggars. None. Anywhere. 

Scrap-note, 26 Feb: Boyd Douglas, and that the only talk of violence and bombing 
came from him. Haven't come to that yet in the NYTimes but when I do, after clipping will 
remember to copy for you. Just checked Times 26 Feb and there is a story along this line. 
If you're in no hurry, will come to it when I come to it. 

This would be a good place to explain what yoinay have wondered about: why I get 
so far behind. I made a rough count the other day and found we have about 75 files 
going - I'd guess about 50 current ones - and do quite a bit of clipping for others, 
besides. Quite a problem sometimes, when something is on the back of something else. 
And notations to be made for some files when something which should be in it actually had 
to be put in another file with higher priority. I'm simply going to have to out down 
somewhere, if I can find the will power for it. Going to be hard, though, since this is 
something I really enjoy doing. 

Scrap, 26 Feb, yellow pen: "I have. no yellow pen of the kind you use. I 
presume you have a special reason." Not really. Use it partly because it scarcely shows 
up when we're making copies for others and they won't be distracted by our msrkings, but 
mostly because I can be sloppier than I could be with something darker, since it doesn't 
cover print. It's just one of those fiber-tipped things like Pentel, but with a finer 
point. 

Scrap, 26 Feb - Wallace campaign contributions: Haven't seen a thing but if I 
do, will remember. 

Scrap, 27 Feb, Dan Berrigan on Meet the Press: Thanks for offer of tape but 
wouldn't be worth your trouble sending it; don't know when we'd get to hear it. Haven't 
yet listened to one of the two cassettes you have sent! 

Letter, 26 Feb, Don Oberdorfer piece quoting George Dixon on the length of time 
Nixon's been working on the China trip. Thanks very much for this clipping. A couple of 
months ago I started keeping track of this very angle (have now almost five single-space 
pages of notes) and this fills one of the cracks very nicely. If Herter was trying to 
arrange for such a trip in 1960, the Chinese knew then what a lever they had and what to do 
with it. Which reminds me of something. The general reaction to that first picture of 
the Chou-Nixon toast was, See how friendly, we're getting along famously, success! What I 
saw was Nixon as a clumsy, eager, very young puppy, wagging his tail so vigorously he's 
wagging the whole dog - and Chou, very cool, his smile saying Gotcha! Even better, in 
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Newsweek's description of the airport reception in Peking: "Confessed one Nixon aide: 
'Chou had a faint come-to-me smile and I was afraid they were going to portray the 
President as a supplicant.'" Well .... ? 

I think that whole airport thing was deliberate. Even as late as the stop-over 
in Guars Ziegler was saying (I think it was Z, can't take time to check) they still did not 
know the reception plans. So, only just enough so there could be no real grounds for 
complaint or really even hurt feelings, but without the(I'm surd hoped-for TV pictures of 
happy crowds, enough to frighten RNN. Let this sink in, then wham! Mr. Mao will see you. 
(We can be helpful or not - your choice.) They gained two ways - started the thing with 
Nixon off-balance, and for other Asian countries a message, Mao summoned Nixon. This is 
the sort of thing that,to the Chinese, comes naturally; no need for the calculated 
planning that seems to be part of Nixon's character. 

Same letter, last paragraph: dictabiet machine. Thank you for offering it but 
we really have no need of it, and someone else might. We have a compact AN-FM radio with 
cassette recorder built in and when we hear something we might need, leap and press two 
buttons and record it. Use the same thing when transcribing, which is very easy, and 
since I try to do it as soon as possible, no need to dub it on anything else to do later. 
We scarcely ever use the reel-to-reel recorder any more unless the program is longer than 
an hour and we don't want to miss the few words lost in flipping a cassette over. 

Your note, 3 Mar, MK: You had heard that morning statement by Rose Kennedy that 
she didn't want EMK to run so he wouldn't tempt assassins. We agree with you that it's 
more explicit than what she has said before; didn't hear it and haven't seen it in local 
papers; will watch for it in the NYTimes. But I'm nowhere near that date yet. 

One more thing and I must stop (at least I think it's only one more thing?i). 
Have been clipping everything on Irving/Hughes because we already had a little on 
Hughes/Maheu. Have decided we have no need for the Irving stuff but have kept clipping 
in case you might want it.' Do you? If not, will discontinue. But if you do want it, 
will be glad to go on clipping. 

No - this is the last thing. We've been really enjoying l'affaire Kleindienst 
and ITT, so mucx so we turn the radio on almost the moment we wake, to find out 0,W-
unbelievable new thing we have today for our listening pleasure. Naturally clipping, 
taping, a little transcribing. (If there's any angle you're particularly interested in, 
let us know.) For the sheer enjoyment of it, I'm clipping this one as I go - couldn't 
bear to wait for those papers to come up in their proper turn. We aren't ignoring the 
implications of the whole lovely mess - but it's a real pleasure to watch the right people 
setting traps for themselves. If I had the time I'd love to keep a diary of questions, 
day by day, some never answered, some never asked. For instance, if Mrs. Beard was in 
such precarious physical condition when she was to be questioned by the subcommittee, why 
did the doctors even consider permitting it? If she was well enough to be questioned, 
whose game were the doctors playing, with all that elaborate stage-setting and all those 
props? I suggested that some day the hospital might have a beautiful new ITT wing, but 
HE says - no, no, the Sheraton wing! As soon as it was definite that the subcommittee 
would be going to Denver I issued (to my favorite audience of one) my Prediction of the 
Day: big collapse scene. 

Well, enough of the uncanny powers of .d& 
Jeanne Dixon White 
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27 Mar 72 

We'll be returning the Excelsior articles (whether with this mailing or • 
separately, don't know yet; depends on what else needs to go). Have been trying for 
several weeks to reach our friend who was to translate the part of it we're most interested 
in, but phone was never answered when we called. She left them at the house today when we 
were asleep and when I called her this afternoon found they're leaving again, tomorrow, to 
be gone for several weeks. She had apparently completely forgotten that she had agreed to 
translate some of it. A scatter-brained type. However, when we first took the 
clippings to her weeks ago she skimmed through them while we were there, and could find 
nothing then beyond what Wm Buckley reported in his column (SPExaminer 16 Sep 71, of which 
we sent you copy), that "the truth of the assassination of President Kennedy has not yet 
been revealed." Since this seems to be all there is on this subject, there's very little 
point in pursuing it at this point. 


